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There are a number of results in the literature ;t l l :st,n,~ t~ ih~: d~v,l~;~bl~: 
properties of ~ sets of re~ls. To mention ~ few: every ~:~, set ~[ real,, of c;~r(hn;dH~. 
at least ~: contai~s a perf,.ct subset (cl~ysical); z Z'. prewcllordetin~ o[a ~,c~ -~ ~::~!-; 
has length less than ~ (M~rrin [171). There are also ~hc li~.~htf~cc v r,.i,:~r. ~,1 ~1" 
above: every £~ se~ of re;ll5 wilh a non-con~truclilde lt1~;mi~r C~H;~H'h ;~ p~'~f~', I 
sjbset (Solovay [24], Mansfield 115}); a ~. wellor(lcrim~ <ff :~ sc~ ,~f rc.~'; h,,~ ~,,~'.,' 
c,mstructible reals in its field ¢Mansficld [161). 
On lhc olher hand, by Cohen ill, nolhing appr~chin~ Ihc ;d~vc e;m h~dd m 
gzneral for arbitrary (or even, by McAIoon[ 19]. ttcfinab~t:~ ',c, '. ,~ rcat'~ %~ill ,hc~c ~, 
the question, f whether the above desirable propcrlic'~ ¢;f Z~ ~el~ h~w~ ,~ ~t'~,,~mz~l,h: 
extension to higher levels o~ the projec6ve hier~rchy, ~c  show ~h,~ ~n,h:~ it~r,t Ih,: 
hypothesis of ZFC, the usual axioms; of ~,~ lhcory, l hcy  d~ no~. 
The principal results of this paper ~rc: 
Theorem A. There are m~dels of ZFC in which : 
(i) ~, the cardinality of the continuum, is a~ large a.~ de~,tred (i.:'.. '~ 
large as desired). 
(ii) There is a I1~ wellordering of a ~;et of ~eal~ o[ lenl;th Z. 
(iii) 7qe,'e is a A~ total wellordering o[ all the real.~. 
~4~. [,~ t¢ /~  
Tht~rem B. There are models o[ ZFC which sati#y :
(i) "¢ is os large as desired. 
(ii) There is a Ii~ wellorder, ng o[a  set o[ reah o[ h'ngth "t,'. 
(iii) Mc, rtia's axiom (see [!8] and [26]). 
(iv) Every set o[ reals o[ cardinality less than "~ i~" I1~, 
(v) There is a ~ total w,.llordering o[ all the reals. 
Theorems A and B do not appear to be mutually com~r;~dict~ry. ~,:~ vt~: b~.,~ ;~,~'~ ~ 
unable to fir, d models which ~atisfy both at once. 
" The preparation of lhis pa~,er wts parlialiy suppor|ed by ,'.l ~;.F granl Pf)38v,2~ 
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This paper is organized as follows. I..q Section 1 we prove: 
Theorem 1.7. I f  M is a model o.f ZFC in which ~ = t¢~ , and i rA is a set of reals in 
M, then there is a c.c.c, generic extension of M in which A is H~. 
Sectio,~s 2 and 3 are devoted to the proof of Theorem A. In Sections 3 and 4 a 
different technique for producing large II~ sets of ~.~eals is presented (Lemma 4.1), 
and Theore~u B is arrived at as a consequence. Cer~!ain refinements of Theorems A 
and B are mentioned in Section 5. In particular the appropri: ~. extensions of these 
theorems to model~, of ZFC + "there is a meas~a~ab!e cardinal" are indicated. 
The main technique ~ased here is coding witt~ almost disjoint sets, and so we 
cannot emphasize '~3o strongly our debt to [13]. Most of the results of this paper 
(Section 4 excluded) formed part of the Ph.D. thesis of the author, who wouid like 
:o thank Gerald Sacks for supervisi~ag that thesis and for suggesting the problem 
which led to these results. Thanks ~lso go to Alexander Kechr;s for pointing out 
that the solution of that problem did indeed lead: to these results. 
§0 
Most of the notation adopted herein is standard (see [2i] and [7]). The exceptions 
to this rnle are listed below. 
We let ~ ubiquitously denote the partial ordering of each and every poset. For a 
poset ~, if we wish~ to emphasis that ~< ;,s to be vi~.wed as the ordering of ~, we will 
write ~<~. For p, q ~-- ~, if we view ~ as a collection of forcing conditions, then 
p ~ q means that q has more information than p. 
We will call a p~set ~ a quas~-upper-semi, lattice if ~ has the property: for all 
p, q ~ ~, if p and q a:'e compatible [i.e., if ::tr ~ ~( r  >~ p and r ~ q)], then p and q 
t~ave a least upper bound [i.e., ] r  ~ ~'(r ~ l; and r ~> q and Vr' ~ ~(r '  -~ p and 
r' ~ q =:~ t'" ~ r))]. The least upper bound of ~ and q (if it exists) will be denoted 
by p v q an(~ will be called the join of p, q. S~nce th~ phrase. ~'quasi-upper-semi- 
lattice" is o~viou~;ly t(.~c, unwieldy, it will be shortened throughout his paper to 
"q-lattice". If Y' is a q-~attice, then a sublattice o f~ is just a subset of ~ which is 
closed under join. 
All models of ZF are to be pres~med countable. 
We let R denote the set of all reals, where a real is defined to be a set of integers. 
If ~ is a poser such that forcing with ~ naturally adjoins a real, then we will call 
such reals ~-generic reals. 
A poser ~ is said to have c.c.c, if every pairwise incompatible subset of ~ is 
cc~untable. Give~ M a model of ZFC and N an extension of M, we will czll N a 
c.c.c, extension of M if: for some po"-t ~ with c.c.c, in M, N = MIG ] where G is 
~-generic over M. 
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We wilt abuse notation by not emphasizing the distir~ction betv~een eiements i~ ;~ 
generic extension of a model, aa~ the lerms in the forcing langu~ge (or eq~..~iwd~.'~@ 
the member  of the boolean valued mo,.lel) which denote those element,'.;. Our only 
concession in this regard is that we place quotes arotmd a ~,tatemen~. we wish ~o view 
as part of the forcing langua~;e. 
§1 
Let M Oe a model of ZFC and let A be a set of reals in M. M and A will be fixed 
throughout this section. We wish to investigate the foilo,~,ing problem: Find a c.c.c 
generic extension N of M in which A is easily definable from a real. (The 
restriction that N be a c.c.c, generic e×te~sion of M i~ needed to avoid trivial 
solutions - -  for example when N simply makes A countable). 
We begin with a method, due to Solovay, for producing an N in which A ca~ be 
easily defined l'rom R ~ and a real. The follewing theorem can be viewed ~ ~ 
generalization of the well known fact that a coumaMe ~et of r~:als i~ an t:;,, 
Theorem 1.1 (Solovay [13]). 7here is a c.c.c, generic extension N of/~.4 .~:~(h that 
N = M[a], a is a real, and a codes an F , ,X such that X ~ M := A. 
Proof. For a real b, let /~(n) = the G6det number of b C'~ n (as a subset of n). Ar~ 
integer r/ is called a sequence number if "0 = ~(n) for sorae b and n. f.e~ 
S(b)={~(n) :n~co}.  Notice that S(b)  is always infinite, and if b:b '  ~hen 
S(b)  ~ S(b') is finite. 
We will use the normal form for F,,'s : X is an F~ iff there is a r~a] a ~mch that 
Vb (b ~ X <=:> S(b)  C~ a is firfite). 
Definition 1.2. Define a poset ~(A)  as follows, s is in ,~(A)  iff s is a p~ir 
:3 (0), s (1)}, where s (0)is a finite set of integers, and s (t) is  ~ finite sub~et of A. G-iver'~ 
: s 'G~(A) ,  s-<s ' i f f  
s(O) c_ s'(O), ~ (~) c_ s'(~), 
Vb ~ s(1)(S(b) f-/ ~'(0) C_ s(O)). 
Notice that ~(A)  is a q-lattice: if s,s '~,9~(A)  are compatible then s .~ ~ ' -  
(st0) U s'(0)~, s ( l )  U s'(1)). Al~o notice that ,he(A) has c.c.c~: for s ~ ,9°(A ) there are 
only countably many possible values for st0); given s '~ ;3~(A) if st0) = s'(0) tt~e~ ~ 
and s' are compatible. This argument obviously shows in addition that @, .7 (A I  
has c.c.c., and hence by [26] @~ 9°(A ) has c.c.c, for all cardinals h, (where @~ .7'(A ) 
is the sum, with finite support, of k many copies of 5~(A). Thus g ~ @~.7(A)  iff 
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g:k-- -~Sa(A) and g(a)=(~b,~b) for all but finitely many a<k;  elements of 
fftg, 5°(A) are ordered pointwise.) 
Now let G be 5o(A)..generic over M, and let N = M[G].  Let 
a={nUo) :n~s(O) forsome s~G}.  
So a is a real in N. But it is easily see~ that 
G = {s E S)'(A): for all b E s(1) S(b) ~ a C_ s(0)}, 
and thus G ~ MIami = N. Call a real such as a an 5f(A)-generic real over M. 
Claim 1.3. For c ~ R ~, S(c) 1"3 a is finite iff c @ A. 
Proof. If c ~ A then there -aust be s ~_ G such that c ~ s(1). But then s I~ "S(c)  C) 
a ~ s(0)", since ~<,:(A~ was designed to ensure this. 
If there,, is s ~ G such that s !~- '°S(c) ,q a __C_ F"  for some finite set of integers F, 
then c must be in s(1). For if not, pick m ~ o) large enough so that g(m) ff .~' and 
g( tn) /~ lm)  for HI b in s(1). Let s'=(s(O)t. J{?(m)},s(1)}. So s '~f° (A)and  
s'>~s. Bu~ then s'i~- " 'g (m)  ~ S(c ) f l  a _C F" ,  a contradiction. 
This completes lhe proof of 1.l. []  
If A hal.pens to contain only constructible reals, then for N and X as mem!oned 
in 1.1, we would have that A = X (3 R ~ in N. Since R ~ is E~, this means that A is 
£~(a) in N. By refining this line of reasoning we can do better. 
Theorem 1.4 (Solovay [13], [18]). Assume that I¢~ = ~ in M. Let B be a set oJ'reaIs 
in M, I B I = to,. Th~n there is a c.c.c, generic extension NofM such that N - - -  i~/'[a], a 
is a real, and in 1V, B is E~(a). 
Proof. (We shouM note that, as is shown in [18~. with a l~ttle more care. the 
concD.t,~ion of 1.4 can be strengthened to: B is I l l (a )  in N. We neglect o give this 
stronger vev~;io~ since, first, we have no need of it, and second, the forcing which 
achieves this sm~nger esult does not seem to be innocuous enough f,~: our 
purposes - -  see defi~fition 1.9 and the proof of 1.7.) 
We .may view a real b a'.~ coding a seqeenze b,,, n E ~o, of real~;. Ju.,i let 
b, ={m ~o : (n ,m)~ b}. 
1.5. in L, it is fairly easy to find a sequence d,, a < t~, of reals such that: the reals 
d~o = (d~),~ a <~j ,  r.~ E to, are all distinct; and the map ~ ,-~ d~, a <~l ,  i~ E, over 
L,,~. Let D = {d,~,, : n ~ o9, ot < l~l,}. 
Since ! B l~  ~j, we can find a map/ f rom ~1~ onto B. Let B ' -  {d,~, : n ff .f(a)}. 
Let a be an oW(B')-generic real over ?d. So &,  ~ 8 '  iff S(d~, ) f )a  is finite. Let 
N=M[a] .  Thus for all real:~ b in N, b~B iff ~o~<l~,  Vn~o (n~b iff 
S(d,,,,)(3 a is finite). This is a E~(a) definition of B. [ ]  
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Remark 1.6. It should be pointed om ~hat the above proof a¢~u~ly prod~,ce~; an a 
from whi,zh every member of B is con~!r~c~ib~e. ~n fact ~hc function f i~ 
constructible from a. In addition, B is £~(a) not only in N, bu~ in every cx~ensi(m ~' 
N as we[~. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section, which states tha~ 
A can actually be made H~. This is done by simply iterating 1.l N,-~imes ad rhea 
applying 1 4. 
Theorem 1.7. Assume that N, = Nf ~ in M. Then there is a c.c.c, generic extension N 
of M such that N = M[a],  ~ is a tea;, and in N A is H~(a). 
Proof. Let 5°(A) be as in 1.2. Let Q = @,,,.~f(A) = the sum of N, many c',*pi?s of 
.~(A). So g~O iff g :N~.~f (A)  and g(a)=(~,~b)  for all but finitel', raany 
a<N~ For g~g'~O,  g~' i f f  o,r , . ~ ~o~)~;g'(c~) for al~ ~ <N, As was pointed ot~ 
after 1.2. O has c.c.c. 
Let G ~- Q-generic over M. So G ~ (~,.~. G~ where the G.~s are mut~mlty 
~(A)-geaer ic  over M. Let a, be the .~(A)-g~neric real associated wi~h (L. L~:~ 
N'= M[G]  = M[(a~?~.-~]. 
It should be fairly easy to see that in N': 
1.8. For all reals b, b ~ A iff ga  < N,(S(b) ¢'~ a,~ is finite). 
I~ turns out that 1.8 also holds in a reasonably large collection of generic exten:¢ior?~ 
cf N'. 
'~Definition 1.~. Let M'  be an extension of M. A poser ~ '  in M' is M-in~.oc~tous if:
~ '  has c.c.c, in M'  and ~ '  is a sublattice c.f a q-lattice in M (see Section 0). 
An extension M" of M'  is M-inn~)cuous if: M" is a generic extension of M' via ~m 
M-innocuous poset of M'. 
Lemma 1.i9. I f  N" is an M-innocuous extension f N', then ~.8 holds in N 
Proof. Let @' in N '  be an M-innocuot~s poses such that N"= N'[G] where G '  i~ 
~'-generic over N'. Since ~ '  is M-innocuot~s there is .~ in M, 2J ~ a q-lattice, s~ch 
that ~ '  is a subtattice of @. We xnay assume that for all g, C O, 
g It -"~' is a sublattice of Y" and ~ '  has c.c.c, in N"°. 
Let G*G'={(g ,p) :g~G,  p~G' ,  and glk°'2 ~.~ ' "} .  
G * G '  is O * ~'-generic over M, where Q * ~ '  = ~ can be defined by: r ~2 ~? iff 
r = (g,p), g ~ Q, p ~ ~, and g I~-"p ~ ~" ;  for ,, = (g,p), r '=  (g ' ,p ' )~  Yz, r~ r' i(~ 
g ~< g' and p ~<~p'. 
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Notice that sirtce Q has c.c.c, in M and ~c~,, has c.c.c, in N',  ~ has c.c.c, in M. Also 
notice that ~ is ~ q-lattice: if (g ,p ) , (g ' ,p ' )~ are compatible, then 
(gvg ' ,pvp ' )  is thei: join; (gvg ' ,pvp ' )  is in ~ since g vg ' l i - "p~_~'  and 
p '~ ~ '  and ~ '  is a sublattice of ~" ,  and hence g v g'!Fp v p '~ ~ ' "  
We wish to show thz~: 1.8 holds in N". Suppose not. So we have c ~ R ~" ~ A suc~ 
that for all c~ < ~,  S(c) ~ a,, i~ finite. For each sequence number ~, let Y,, be a 
m~xima~i incompatible subset of {r U ~ : r iV "9  ~ S(c)"}. Since ~ has c.c.c., each 
Y. is countable. Let ~" = [3~ Y~. Since Y is countable, we can find ~ < ~ suc~ 
that: for all r = (g,p)~':_ Y, g(8) = (4", ok). 
S(c) tq a~ is finite; say S(c) f~ a, C E F a finite set of ~ntegers. We will now 
mir~ick the proof of 1.3. Pick r = (g ,p)~ G * G' such tha~ r f~"S(c)f~ a, C~ F'L 
Find m ~ ~ large enough so that ( (m)  ~ F and 6(m)# b'(m) for all b in g(6)(1), 
(recall t i~at g(~)=(g(~)(0) ,g(~)(1))) .  Let ~ = e(m) .  Since r~ ~S(c ) ,  
Y~G*G'#~.  Pick r '=(g ' ,p ' )U Y, GG*G' .  Since r,r' are both in G*G'  
they are compatible. Thus r v r' = (g v g',p v p') is in G * G '  and extends both r 
and r'. (He.ce is whex'e we use the assumption that ~" is a sublattice of a member of 
M. It is u~ed to ensure that r and r' have a common extension whose first 
r' ~ Y~, g'(6) = (~h, 4'). Hence co-ordinate is just g v g'.) Notice that, since 
(g v g')(6) = g(6). Let g" ~ 0 be defined by: 
Since ~ 
Clearly 
But r I H 
g"( , , )=(g~g' ) ( ,~)  fo r~#8;  
g"(e;) = (g(a)(0)to {,~}, g(a)0)) .  
ff S(t:) for all b ~ g(6)(1), g"> g v g'. Thus r "= {g", p v p') extends r v r'. 
r"Ib "rl ~ at,". So 
r"IP °~r~  a.~ and r /~  S(c) and S(c) f3 aa C_ F". 
F, a contradiction. So we have proven 1.10. F__] 
Now we app!y tl~e proof of 1.4 to B = {a,, : c~ < ~',~}. Let d,,, a < ~t~ be as in 1.5. 
Let B '  = {d.., : ~. ~_ a,}, and consider the poser 5a(B'). S¢(B') is a sublattice of ~(D)  
and hence .7~(/3 ') m M-innocuous. 
Let a be an .5°(J~:')~generic real over N', and let N = N'[a]. As mentioned in 11.6, 
(a~) ..... is in L{a], ;and hence N = M[a]. By ~he proof of 1.4, B is £~(a) in N. 
Lemma !.10 :<rows that 1.8 hokis in N. Thus in N we have: for all b ~ R, b ~ A iff 
Vx(x~ 13 =--~2> S(b)f3x is linite); and this provides A with a ll~(a) 
definition. [_~ 
Although we have now completed the proof of 1.7, it would be best, before 
completely abandorfing the notation adopted therein,to honer the type of forcing 
used in this proof with a definition. 
Definition 1.11. Define a poset Q(A)  as follows. (g, s) is in O(A)  iff: 
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(i) g : N~ --:, ,~(A ) (see 1.2), and g(,.~) = (4), ~) for a~l but finitely many re < ~, ~ 
(ii) .'; ~ S~(D) (see t,5); 
(iii) if d~,, ~ s(1), then n ~ g(,~;)(0). 
For (g, x ), (g', s ') ~ Q ( A ), (g, s) ~-~ (g ', s'} ifi g ( o~ ) ~ g '( o~ ) for a!i c~ < N~, at~d :~' -~:~ . '~ 
It should be clear that O(A)  is just the voset O * ,~(B') used i~ the proof of 1.7. 
Condition (iii) of 1.11 can be t ran ;lated as saying that for (g, s) c-20 (A), g I~- "~ (~) C 
B ' " .  We witl call a real a, such as the rea~ produced by !.7, a O(A)-generic real 
over M if: there is G, G O(A)-generic over M, such that a = {n ~Z e); n r~ s(0) for 
some (g, s) ~ G}. 
Notice that the proof of 1.7 actually produces a (slightly) stronger conclusioa *ban 
the one asserted in 1.7. Since we will n~,ecl thi:, strengthening in Section 3, we r~ow 
state i t  
Corollary 1.12. I f  t,l~ = ~I~ in M, and if a is a C~(A )-generic ~eai ove~, M, the,'~ A is 
H~(a) in every M- innocuous  (see 1.9) extension N '  of M[a] .  
It wouM be nice if 1.12 actually he!d under the weaker assumption "fhat N'  ~ jt~;st 
a c.c.c, generic extension of M[a] ,  but ur~fortunately this will not always be the 
case. The difficulty is that the coding of A which the pc, set Q(A)  pr~~vMes is 
remarkably gentle to A. It use~ ~o special apparat~,~s (like the apparatus that 1, plu~: 
the assump':ion {B I~N,  supplied in the proof of 1.4). By an (m~publ~shed~ 
construction of Truss it is possible to produce examples of models M of ZFC ~- N~ = 
N~, and sets of reals A in M, such that: if N is a c.c.c, ex~e~sion of M, then there is a 
c.c.c, extension of N in which A is aot ordinal ,Jefinable from a reak O ,  the oiher 
hand, as we will show in Section 4 (Lem 1, 4.5), if M has sore.:: coding 
apparatus ~uilt into it then there is a~ apprv~ ,c~y strong version of l .t2 (for a 
different nr~tion of forcing tt~.a~ Q(A)}~ 
The fact that Q(A)  is so gentle does have some dividends. As Simpson t~as 
noticed [231, by applying O(A)  tc~ Jonson's exampte [4] of a model of ZF which 
satisfies AC~ but not DC~, we obtain: 
T!aere is a model of ZF + AC~ which ha,. 
a l-l~z instance of a failure of DC.o. 
By employing the technique used in Section 3, this can be improved so that the 
instance o~'a failure of DCo, is actually lightface I1~. 
§:~ 
In this section we will prove the boldface version of Theorem A: 
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Theorem 2.1. There are models of ZFC in which :
(i) %0 is large. 
(ii) There is a Ill wellordering of a set of reals of length c~. 
(iii) There is a &~ total wellordering o[ all the reals. 
Theorem 1.7 provides us immediately with models in which (i) and (ii) hold: just 
pic}: M to be a mociel of ZFC in which ~ = t~, ~ and in which cg is large, and then 
Choose A Io be a wellordering of a set of reals of leagth cg. If in addition we choose 
A to be e, wellordering of all the reals of M, then it is not hard to check that the 
model whict3 1.7 provide,a ctually has a ,t] total wetlordering of all its reals. So the 
problem is simply to remove one quantifier. Notice that the removaI of this 
quantifier makes 2.l (and Theorem A) meld nicely with the positive results of 
Ma~¢~in [17] aad Man,~Iield [16]. Tile unwanted quantifier in the above mentioned 
,i~' definition wilt be ~e'moved by using the fact that the forcing relatior~ for the poser 
Q(/-~ ) (..see ~.I1) has a relatively simple definition, at least when it is restricted to 
simt~le for~:mias, thu~ making it possible -:o choose an A which ends up coding this 
~ ~,:ion. 
,.,a~ oli 2.1. Let M be a model of ZFC in which ~, = ~{ and in which the 
continuum has cardinality ~, y a reguta.r, cardinal of M greater thao ~;;. 
We can find Y a s~bset of y such that R v _C L~ [ Y], (just have Y code up al.'. the 
reals of M). Consider the structure ag = (L~ [ Y], % Y, ~,}. 
R ~ is k, over ,~; and there is a ~ over ag function from R ~' one-o~e onto L~ [ Y]. 
Thus fc~r most purpo.,~es we can identify L, [ Y] with R ~. Let A .C_ R v be £~ universal 
over ~. Thus A is £, over ~, and any other £~ over a¢ subset of R '~ is eaaily 
reducib!e to A. 
Consider the poser O(A)  defined by 1.11. Notice that O(A)C_ L~.[A]. In fact, 
sincc A is >2, over .~L an examination of 1.11 reveals that O(A)  is actually £, over 
.>~. Let (7: be O(A ).get, eric over M, and let a be the O(A)-generic real associated 
wi~h (7. Let N = M[a]  = M[G]. We claim that N satisfies (ii) and (iii) of 2.I. 
By t.l'? A i~ 1-I~(a) in N. Since A is .~t universal over a¢, every subset of R v whicl~ 
is ~Z~ over .;~ is I~2(0) h~ N, and hence every subset of R ~ which is £a over a¢ is £~(a) 
in N. So it is clear tha': (ii) of 2.1 holds in N. We will now show that (iii) also holds. 
We introd~me two more structures. Let ag' = (a'. A )  = (L~ [ Y], e, Y,t~,, A }. 
Notice ttat sipce A is £~ universai over .~/, a subset of L~ [ Y] is £~ over ag iff it is £, 
over ~". Thus: O(A)  is A~ over ag~. Let $.~ be the structure 
(sg'[G],G):=(L,[Y,G],& Y, Iq,,,A,G). 
Notice that R~C_ L,[ Y, G]: since Q(A)  has c.c.c, every real in N is obtainable 
from Z f'a C: for some coun':able subset 2" of Q(A)  in M, and Z being countable is 
necessariiy in L~,[Y]. 
There is clearly a wellordering of R ~' which is A, over ~. Thus the fol2owing 
immediately implies {iii) of 2.1: 
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Claim 2.2, In N, a set of reals is ~2~ over :sB iff it is ~,'(o). 
~ I Proof. One direction of this lemma is easy. Since y -~ N,. lb  5~et:~ o : ~eab+ ir~ N " ~' ~" df~ ~ 
over ~ and hence £~ se{s a~e ~, over ~. ~t can be checked ~ha* a is A, over 2~ : 
n ~ a iff ~(g ,s )~ G(n ~ s(0)) 
iff "~B(g,s)  ~ G(n ~ s(O) and ~(b ~ s(1))Oz ~ S(b))). 
Thus ~e have that in N a £~(a) set of reals ia ~, over ~3. 
The other directio~ of 2.2 is somewhat more difficult. Consider gd' Wc nf>w wish 
to view what has been done so far as being ,~ forcing construction over *he ~t~ucture 
.~'. We may think of G as being O(A) -gener ic  over sq'. (All ~he anii-chams of 
O(A)  in M actuatly lie in .N'. and thus be;ng O(A) -gener ic  over .~' is the s:~me a~, 
being O(A  )-get, eric over M). From tb<. poim of view of ,~'. O(A  ) is ~o[ a ,  ..:~, So 
we me dealing with class forcing. 
Le: Yg be the collection o~ ~erms ~n .~' which der~ote ti~e elements of ~.,~"  Y, ~t.'~" 
We may define ~N by the ramified language approach [1]. 
2g is & over sg'. Let ~ be the collection of £-sentences ~ from ~he sc~ th .,~re~ic 
langaage appropriate to the structure N; we allow terms from ~Z~ t~ appear a~ 
parameters i~ the sentences of ~, ~' is &, over d ' .  
• ( ~ ~ Lemma 2.3. The r,Y~tion p lk"~ D ~ , p  O(A) ,  q ~ ~e 0, i'~ 2, over o~,/'. 
ProoL Let ~ =: the collection of maximal incompatible subsets of Q(A) .  Si~ce 
0( .4 )  has c.c.c., ~ c,_-. L~[¥]. Since O(A)  is 72, over ,,.4, ~ is k:: over ,gl : Z ~ 5~ iff 
Z (_2 Q(A)  and Vp, p '~ Z (p and p'  are incompatible) and gp  IF ~2 C~(A) :--~- 
~p '~ Z (p and p '  are compaiibie)]. Thus Y~ is ~, over .~'. 
I .emma 2.3 is actually an instance of a rather general principal (see Sacks {20] a~d 
Jet.sen [g]) which says that the forcing relation can be defined by exislet~tial~y 
quantifying over @. Lemma 2.3 it, proven by induction of the complexity of ~,~, We 
will consider only one typical ca:~e of thi:~ induction. 
So assume ~ has the form ~:~q~(x). Then p I~- ~ ~ p"  iff: ~Z ~ 2,~ gp '~ Z 
[either p and p '  are incompatible, ar, p'~> p and ~r  :_ ;;~g(p' I~-'~2lJ ~ q*(r)")]. Thi~-; i~s 
a ",i~ over a/ '  definition (assuming of cour:~e that by induction we have c~;tablb;hed 
that the relation p ' l l - "N  D 0( r ) "  is also E, over ,~"). 
The other cases are handled sim:larly. This completes as much of the proof of 2,3 
as we will give. [] 
We now use 2.3 to complete tl.e prooi  of 2.2. As mention~ ,-!above, we may 
identify Lr[¥] with R ~. This ide~:qfic~.tion will be i~ effect from now on. Thos 
~The "Z formulas form the smallest collection of {ormulas containing the A,~ = |imited formula~ and 
clesed under ^ , v Vx ~ y, ~tx. 
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Q(A )., "-~, ~, ~ etc. wfll be viewed now as subsets of R '4. Recall that any subset of 
R ~ which is £~ over s~' (i.e. ~: over s~) is £~(a) in N. Thus O(A), ~, etc. are A~(a) 
in N. In addition, 2.3 shows that {(p, q~):p ~ O(A), ~ ~ ~ and p II-"N I= ~"} is 
~2~(a) in N. 
Since G C_ O(A), G is ~identified with a subset of R ~. G is ~(a)  in N:  let 
a~ = {n .~ ~.) : S(d, , ) ,q a is finite}; then 
{g,s)~G iff s(O)C_a, Vb~s(1)(S(b)f3a~s(9)) ,  
v,~ < ~[g(o,),(0) _c ao, vb  ~ g( ,~)0) (s (b )  c~ ao _c g(o,)(0))]. 
This ca~ be checked to be a A~(a) definition. 
For t  ~ ~.e le~ z(G)  be the element of L,[Y, G] denoted by r. The rela:ion 
c(G)  = b~ ": 62 ~, b 62 R t~, is E~(a) in N : r(G) = b iff 
~p ~ G(p !~ ",r _C o~"), Vn 62 b ~lp 62 G(p It-"n 62 r"), 
V~a f~ b ~p ~ G(p 1~ "n ff r").  
, ~ Let p~,x~ be a ~;~ formula from the language appropriate to the structure N. We 
wish to show tha~ {b 62 R ~ : N ~ q:~(b)} is Z:](a) in N. This is now immediate since: 
for b ~ I lL N I= ~0(b) iff ~1~" 62 Yg ~p 62 G[~'(G) = b and p II- "N/.= ~(~')"]. 
This corr;pletes the proof of 2...' and hence of Theorem 2.1. [] 
tn the model produced by the above proof, the projective hierarchy is apparently 
quite reasonable. Claim 2.2 shows, for example, that reduction E~, n > 1, holds in 
this model. 
We should also point out that with a little care, the above model can be nmde to 
satisfy: 
2.4. Every set of reals of cardinality less than g is ~ .  
This i~s done by first choosing M so that: in M 2 v = y ; and then choosing Y 
so that: every subset of 3' of cardinality les:~ than y in M is in L~ !Y]. This implies 
that i~ ,~I every subset of -g of cardinality less than 3' is in 4t, and hence 2.4 follows 
from z,, ./,. 
§3 
W't: will now tackle Theorem A. Our procedure will be to perturb the proof of 2.1 
~vm,,h arranges matters o that the parameter in the I I ,  t and &3 ~ definitions ~.q a way '  ~" " 
actually fur.as out to be a 111 singleton. Our :~riginal proof of Theorem A used the 
meth~d of [13] for manufacturing 1-1~ singletons. We present a different proof here, 
one based (m the technique xpounded in [12]; this technique will also be employed 
in the nex, section to prove Theorem B. 
A bit of preparation is needed before we may start the proof of Theorem A. 
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We wit! be dealing wiih trees so the reader is advised to consult [6] or some other 
apt re,ference. We quickly review a few of the pertinent definitions. 
A tree 7 is a partial ly ordered set such that {y ~ T : y < x} is welt ordered for 
every x ~ T. For x ~ T the height of x ,h(x ) ,  is the order type of {y ~ T :  y <ix}. 
The height of T, h(T) ,  is sup{h(x)+ 1: x ~ T}. We will be concerned with ~rec~, o~ 
height at most N~. A branch through a tree T is a maximaI well ordered st~bset of T 
of orc!er type h(T) .  Given trees T; T', 7" is a subtree of T' if T ~ T', '~r  restricted 
to T is ~- ,  and for all x G T, y ~ T', y ~ x =~:--~ y ~ T. T' is an extension of T if T 
is a subtree of T' and for all x ~ T', x ff T, {y ~ 7": y < x} is a branch through T. A 
tree T of height ~< N~ is normal if: 
Fen' all x ~-: T such that h (z )  is a limit ordinal (0 e;:cluded) there is ~: ,~ ' ~ T st~cl~ 
that x /y ,  h (x )= h(y) ,  and x '< y for all x '<  x; for all a < h(T),,~::,~e are only 
counlably many x~T such that h (x )=o~;  for all x~T and for all c~, if 
h(x)  < (~ < h(T)  then there are infinitely many y >x  such that / r (y )= re; and 
lastly, there are infinitely many x ~ F of height 0. 
Notice that our definition of a normal ~ree is abnormal - -  the fin.d c~at~se ~a;,,~ 
that we have a bush rather than a tree. 
Jensen [10], (a~,~d independently Grego;'y [5] arid perhaps others), 2 .,.: observed 
that it is possible to have an ~-sequence ef norma~ tree3 such that any r~.~-s~'quem;e 
of branches through these trees is determ ned by the elements of height 0 i~ the:~: 
branches, and hence is determined by area i .  This observation has been combined 
in [121 w~th the usual example of a,n Aconszajn tree, thus producing a [[~ singicton. 
The :~ext definitior~ is wholiy inspired by the construction in [12]. 
Delir, iti,,gn 3.1. Define ~ as follows. A member of ~ consists; of: 
(I i  A sequence 7;,, n ~ ~o, where: each T, is a normal ~ree; h(To) = h(T , ,~  = ~: 
limi'~ ordinal strictly less than ~ (0 is to be .:onsidered a iimit ordimd); the ~iek! of %. 
is a ~ubset of I¢~. 
(2) A sequence rr~, n ~_ oJ, where: m~ : T, ~ 7;,_~ is order preserving (7", is the 
linearly ordered tree of height h(To)); for x ~ T, h(Tr.~(x))= h(~)+ ~; for ar~/ 
branch ~3 through T,,-~, {x ~ T,, : 7 r , (x )~ ~3} is a norma| subtree of T,, of height 
h (~) .  
(3) A sequence q., n ~ to, where: 
(a) q. is a function with range the rationals; 
(b) the domain of %., dora q,,, is the set of unordered pairs (x, y) such tb:~t 
x,y ~ T., x~ y, and rr~,(x) = rr .(y) (and ,~ence h(x )= h(y));  
(c) for (x, y), (x',  y'} ~ dora %, if x < x', y < y'  then q={x~ y) < q. (x', ;,,'); 
(d) given Y a finite subset of T~, x ~: ~r;~, x ~ Y, z ~ T,~_.~, p : Y-- ,  rationai~, 
and f : Y -~ T,, if: For  all y ~ Y, ~r, (y) = z',, (x) < z, q, (x, y) < p (y), y < [(y ), arid 
~r,(f(y)) = z, then: There is ~ '~ 7;, such that x <x ' ,  ~r,(x') = z, and for ai! y ~-~ ¥ 
q, (x ' , f (y ) )  = O(Y). 
(4) A sequence o-,,, n ~ o), where: o-,, is a fimctior~ with domain "~2~ and range ~.o ;
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for x..x'~ T,,, x ~-;x' ~ cr.(x')= cr.(x)>er.._,(Tr,,(x)); given y ~_ 7;,-~, m ~w 
such t~at h(y)=O and m >o-._,(y), then there is exactly one x ~ T. such that 
h(x) = 0, o'.(x) = m, and 7r.(x) > y; and given y ~ T._~, m ~K to such that h(y)  = 1, 
there i:~ an x in 7;, such that 7r.(x)~y and m = (o'.(x)},? 
0// may be converted into a poser in the obvious way: given 
t=(T.,Tr;,,q.,cr,,).~,o, t' =(T'.,Tr'.,q~,o".),,~, t , t '~ ,  
then t ~ t' iff T'. extends T., ¢r[, extends rr., q[, extends q., and cr[: e×tends or.. 
Notice ~hat ~ is to-closed. 
For t=(T,,~r,,q,,e~),,~ in ~, define the height of t, h(t), to ~)e h(To). 
A p~th through 0// is a maximal wetlordered subset of 0-// of ;~ength 1~. For P a 
pa~.h thiough °d let t" = (T,  ~, ~r~,, q2, o'~) ..... be the unique element of P of height A, 
where .~ is a limit ordinal less th.an ~-. Let T,,(P) = l.J~ T"., and define ~r., q, and o-, 
similarly. Then %(P),  7r,,q,~,c~,, satisfy ali the properties listed in 3.1 with the 
exception that T, (P) has height exactly l~. To es~hew this cumbersome notation 
we will identify the path P with the sequence ~(P)= (T~(P)). Likewise identify a 
member t = (T,,, ~r.,q,,,o-.) of 0-// with (T,,). 
The g.atient reader is undoubtably due some explanation of 3.1 at this point. The 
meager offering which follows can be bolstered by" consulting [12] 
The last clause of (1) is used simply to guarantee that members of ~ are 
herediterily cotmtable. Clause (d) of (3) ensures that it is always possible to 
construct reascnably nice extensions of each member of 0//. Clause (4) of 3.1 
provides a rather uninteresting mechanism whereby an infinite set of integer:s, b, 
can be identified with a sequence x.,n U w such that: x. ~ ~,, h(x,,)=O, and 
::.,,(x~) > x,,,. Such a seqt~e~,ce is associated with b---{o'.(x.):  n ~ o~}. (4) just 
e sserts that this correspondence is a bijection. The last clause of (4) asserts that the 
vaiue of (o'. (x.))~, (see Footnote 2) can be chosen independently of extensions of 
~:,~ . . . . .  x. ~ (s,~e comment (a) following definition 3.4 for the utility of this). 
Suppose we are in some model M of ZFC, and suppose we have P a path 
throug~ ~/t. Let ~(P)= (T.). Then definition 3.1 has the following import: 
Let B be a branch through T._~. Then 7r)B = {x ~ T. : ~r(x)~ B} is a normal 
s~.~btree of T,, of height ~.  
'Let B' be a branch through T,,. Then B = rr~B' = {x ~ T.-~: x ~< rr,(y) for some 
y ~ B"} is a branch through 7;~ .~, and B '  is a branch through ~';)B. For x U ~r2,'B, 
x ~ B', 'I" = {V ~5 rr;)B : y ~ x} is a typical example of an Aronszajn tree (see [6]): 
to each y ~ T' assign the rational q(y)  = q,(x', y) where x' is the unique member of 
B '  with the same height as y in T,,; then for y~y '~ T', y <y '  ~ q(y )<q(y ' ) .  
Thus B' is the unique branch through 7r2~B in M. 
r Here we view an intege.r k as coding a pair of integers <ko, k,>. rhus (o'.(x))o is~.i~e first coordinate of 
lhc pair of integers coded by O)I(X), 
L" ~ ~ pm]ec¢ive ~etlorderi~gs I3 
Now let B,, n ¢ o) be a sequence such that B~. is a br~mch through ~g'~, Then f~, i,; 
the unique b~anch through T¢, in M. Thus for any branch B'  through T~, rr'~'B' :: [~¢, 
and so B'  is a branch through tr~-~B~,. Hence B~ is the unique branch ~hr~)~!gh T~ ir~ 
M. In general B~ is the unique branch thro~.~gh 7;, in M, and ~¢r~;B., : B., ,. 
Finally, if x~, n ff co, is a seque~;ce such that x,, ~:_. T~, h(x,~) : 0, and 7r,, (x,,) > x,, ~0 
then for each ce < N, there can be at most one sequence y,~, n ff o), such thal y,, ¢ 7;, 
h(y, , )= c~, 7r~(y~.)>y,,.~, and x,,-<-y,,. (This is proven by induction on cx: the 
normality of the T,,'s handles limit c~'s, and the second clause ir~ (2) of 3.1 take~ care 
of successors). So if for each c~ < N,, yT,, n ~ o?, is such a sequence, then B,, =- 
{y: : c~ < I,l~} is a branch through %. Thus this can happen for at most one: sequence 
q,, ~ ~ ~.  
If we now use (4) of 3.1 to identify reals with sequences x,, ~ ¢2 co, as mentio~:ed 
above, we can extract the saliar~t points from the preceding. 
Lemma 3.2. l] ~ M is model of ZFC and i2f P is a path through °d in M, ~(~)  :: (. ~',, , , 
then there is at most one real b in M ~'hich .~a~isCies: 
(*) ~or all c~ < ~ there are y,,, n ~ ~o, such that y,, ~. ~I;,, h(>',,) :: (.~, -rr~(~.,)> y,. 
and o',(y,~) = the n "~ element o] ~ b. [] 
Thus a path through od can uniquely determin a real. We should mention how 
.:asily (from the point of view of definability) the rea is determined by the pa,h. 
Remark 3.3. Given P a path through '~. and given b a real, then the assertior~ (*) 
of 3.2 is uniformly lq~ over the structure (L,,[b,P], ~ ,P,b'),. We ~et (~ be the I[~ 
sentence which exhibits this uniformity. 
A path P through °a gives rise to a not~:on of forcir~g, if ~'(P) ~-: {T,,), then each 7',. 
is a poset in its own right, and the maps :~r,, allow us to view T, as an iteration over 
T,,_, (see [26]). Thus we may take the direct limit of the 7;,'s. Let ~(P)  be thb, 
direct limit. To give an exact definition: 
Definition 3~4o P a path through ~, "~(~-') = (7;,}. The poset ?2(P) is defined by: 
f~  ~(P)  iff f is a function, the domain of f, dotal ,  is an i~teger, for at] n ~ dornf  
f (n )~ T,, and ~(f (n ) )~.  ~f(n - 1). 
For f , f '~  ~(P) ,  f~f '  iff dom f ~domf '  and for all n ~domf f (n )~ ' (n ) .  
Each element f of ~(P)  gives rise to a finite set of integers ~( f )= 
{~,,(f(n)) : ;~ ~ dora ft.  
Let ~o~) = {k~ : ,k ~ ~(/)}, and in general, for any real b let b ~' =: (k,, : ~ ~£~ b} ~ 
Comments. (a) For ~f '~ ~(P) ,  f~f '  --~. cr(f)C_ ~(f'), and in fact ms× o~(f)< 
rnin(o'(f') ~ o'(f)). For f~_ ~(P)and  m an integer. ~here is f '~  ~(:P)st~cb that 
f<f '  and crO(.f') = o'°(f) U{m}. This is all a simple consequence of (4) of 3.!. 
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(b) If G is a filter on ~(P) ,  and if: for all n ~ to, a < l,{~, tl~ere is f ~ G such that 
f (n)  h~s heig~ a in To, then: b={i~o: i~cr ( f )  for some [~G} satisfies 
assertion (*) of 3.2. 
We will now combine the poser ~(P)  with the type of forcing defined in 1.2. 
Definition 3.5. Let P be a path through ~, and let A be a set of reals. Define a 
poser ~7(P, A )  as follows: (f, s) ~ 5e(P, A )  i t  .f ~ ~(P) ,  s ~ b°(A) (see 1~2), and 
c/'(f) = s(0). For q, q' ~ ~(A) ,  q ~< q' i f f  q = (f, s}, q'  = (f', s'), f ~< f',  and s ~< s'. 
Lemma 3.6. P a path through °91, A a set of :eals. I f  ~ (P) has c.c.c., then .~(P. A ) 
has c.c.c. 
Proof. (This is the same as the proof that ,5°(A) has c.c.c.). Given q =(f ,s) ,  
q '= ([',s'), if o ' ( f )= o'(.f') then: q and q'  are compatible iff /" and f '  are 
compatible. ~, 
tf G is ,~/(F,A)ogeneric then G gives lise to a real b = {i ~_ a~: for some 
(f, s) ~ G, i ~ ~(/)}. Such reals will be called 8°(P, A )-generic reals. Notice that G 
is deterrmned by b. To b~ explicit, ( [ , s}~G iff: s(O)C_b*', for all ~ ~s(1) ,  
S(c)  !3 b~'~ s(0); and given ~e < ~,, if a, -~ h ([(n)) for all n ~ dora [, then there are 
y,,n ~ ~ such ~'hat y, ~ .T,, h (y,,) = de, 7r , (y , )> y,_~, o~(y,,) = the n '~ element e c b, 
and for all n ~ dotal,  J ' (n)~ y,. 
If P ,A are in M a model of ZFC, and if b is ~(P,A)-gener ic  over M, then 
c(~mment (a) together with the proof of 1.3 immediately ields: for all c ~ R '~, 
c -C A iff S(c) C'~ b ° is finite. By comment (b), b satisfies (*) of 3.2. 
Fo stHqlmafiz~: 
Le~ama 2;.7. Given M a model of ZFC, P a path through ~ in M, A a se: of reals in 
.~; let G be 6~(P, A )-generic over M and let b be the 5¢~(P, A )-generic real associt:;ed 
whh G. Then: 
,~,4!~,] ---~[~] ;  
b :,'atisfies the a.~'sertio~! (.*) of 3.2; 
fo:' at! c ~ R ~', c ~ A ?f S(c)  rq b" is finite. ~ 
Using 3.7, paths P tic, rough ~lt will turn out to be quite useful, particularly if ff~(P) 
tms c.c.c.. We now me~ation how one can obtain such paths. 
Rote.ark 3.8. Recalfi t'aa: 0~/ is a poset. 
Fact: Given M~ ZFC, if P is a M-generic path t~trough 0~/~, then ~(P)  has 
c.c.c, in M[P]. The proof of facts like this one are (by t~ow) standard. See: [7; pp. 
94-97j for a complete proof of a similar theorem. The reader should ob:~e~ve that 
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clause (d) of (3) from def. 3.1 gives one er~ot:~gh freedom, when consm~c~ing 
ex*ensions of members of ~g, so as to "kill off" po*entiatly ~arge a~ichains ~ 2~ (P). 
(Notice that, for p in ~l of height ~r, the main obstacle ~o finding an extension q of p 
~s finding !he nodes of t,~(q) of height ~, which comes dc, wn to constructing patio5 
hro~gh t,, (p). 3. l(3)(d) gives one the ability ~o conatruc~ such paths ~hroug~ t,, (~)). 
Similarly the technique of Jensen [5, pp. 97-99] yields tt~e Fac~: in L, ti~ere is a pat}'; 
po ~hrough ~l such that ~(po)  has c.c.c. For detailed information on how ~o pro~<~ 
*.his last Fact, the reader should consult [12]. We note thac (as m [12]) the 
effectiveness of Jensen's ~echnique actually produces in L a path which is &, 
over L.~,. 
At last we are in a position to give: 
P:oof of Theorem A. By ~he second Fact mentioned in 3.~{ we can find ..~ ?ath P" 
tt'rough °?l in L such that P" is A~ over L,,,, and ~(P~) has c.c.c, in L. 
Since P '  is &~ over L~,, 3.3 shows that the set of rea~s b which satisfy (*} of 3.2 wrl 
po is a lik,'~tface H~ set of reals. 
Let y k,c a regular cardinal of L, y > N~, and le* M be the generic exte~s~on f .~ 
which adjoins y-many Cohen reals. M satisfies all the hypotheses asstxmed at ~he 
start of the proof of 2.1. Let a be the real produced by that proof, and Ic~ 
~ = M[a] .  
We claim that ~(p0)  has c.c.c, in N. To prove this: N is generic over L, say ,~ia 
~he poset ~. It is enough ~o show that 2# @ ~(p0)  has c.c.c, in L, and hence, si~ce 
~(po)  has c.c.c, in L, it is enotagh to show tha~ ~ has c.c.c, in L[G'], where G' is 
.~(P°)-generic over L. But ~ is the poser which embodies ~he process of ad~omi,~g 
y-many Cohen reals and then forcing with Q(A)  for some set of reals A. Thus (¢' 
.~lways has c.c.c. (For a justification of the above ma,ipuiati(ms, see [2(~ D. 
Let e,, = the real {n}. and let B = {e, : ~ ~ a}. By 3.6 5Y(P °, B) has c.c.c, ir~ N. Le~ 
G ° be ~(po, B)-generic over N; and let b be the 5F(P °, B)-generic real associated 
with G °. Let N' = N[b]. By 3.2, 3.7, and .a remark at the start of ~his proof, b is a[~; 
~fingleton in N'. By 3.7 a is arithmetical in b. 
It is trivial to check that ~(P" ,B)  is a q-lattice, and in fact is a subJattice of 
.~(p0, {e,, : n ~ ~}). Thus N'  is an M-innocuous extensio~ of N (see 1.9). 
Let A be as in the proof of 2.1. By 1.12 A is II~(a) in N'. Thus in N'  ~herc is ~ 
H~(a) wellordering of a set of reals of length y. If each real in this set is paired wi*~ 
b, we see that N '  satisfies (ii) of Theorem A. We ~¥itl indica*e why N'  aIso satisfie~ 
(iii). 
Let ~4, ~q', G, etc. be as in the proof of 2.~. Now lel ~as place otlrseives in M ~md 
consider the poser ~'~= O(A)*  ~(po, B), (where the * operation is defined as i~? 
the proo~ of 1.10). ~*' is X~ over M; and the ~°-generic fi!~er G * G ° can be ea:d!y 
defined from a, b. (The calculatien after 3.6 provides the basis for a definition of G '~ 
from b). Thus if we let 
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~'  = (~,2¢'[G, G"], G, G") = (L~ [ ¥, G, G°], U,  ~. ~,, A, G, G°), 
we may copy the proof of 2.2 to obtain: 
in N'., a set of reals is E~ over ~ '  iff it is Z~(a, b). Since (a, b) is a H~ sJ~tgleton in 
N',  this becomes: In N',  a set of reals is ~ over .~' iff it is lightface ~.  
Thus (iii) of Theorem A is immediate. CJ 
§4 
In [1(~, 13, 91t and the previous sections of this paper~ models of ZFC are 
~onst';t~c~ed in ~vhich various reals and sets of reals are definable. All  of these 
defin~tio~s have a commot3 feature - -  they are all achieved by leaving certain types 
of sets o~at of the ground model - -  and hence they can all tz.e destroyed by simply 
passing to certain mild extensions of the ground model. This fragility does not 
evidence itself in [12] where a real is constructed which is a I-I~ sing~,eton in all 
models containing it which fail to collapse ,~. (This real is more or lesr~ the real b 
from the proof of Theorem A.) In this section we expand the method from [12] so 
as to encompass a wider class of sets than singletons. 
Lemma 4.1. There is a 17~ predicate q~(x), of  one real variable x, for which there are 
model.s M of  ZFC such that in M:  
(i) ~ is as large as desired ; 
(ii) there ,:~re ~ many solutions of  ~b ; 
(iii) i f  N is a c.c.c, generic extension of  M, then there are no new solutions of  4~ 
in N ; 
(iv) ~ is regular and 2 ~ <~ ct? for ee < ~ c:nd ~ = R~(. 
Proof, l it would be pleasant if (iii) could be strengthened to: if .N is a (generic) 
e~.~tension f M. and if M and N have the same 1~, then there are r:~o new solutions 
of ~/~ i ; ~"~L We have been unable to do this. The models we cor~struct here do not 
have ~his property (though perturbations of them might).] 
Before starting this proof we should mentioe~ that (iv) is added to the statement of 
4.1 simply because it will be needed later during the proof of Theorera B. 
©ur fi~st task is to write down q~. Let ~*'- be @1 relativized to L. ~O(b) will 
intuitively :say that b codes a path through ~- ,  and that b is the real uniquely 
determined b~ this path (see 3.2). 
Let d~,a < ~,, be as in 1.5. For each real b a~d each c~ <~,  view the real 
{n ~ ~ : S(d,o) (~ b ~' is finite} as coding ~ an ordinal ? <~,  anti let t~(b) be the ~"~ 
member ~ff c~,'~ of height ¢0.o~. The map ~ ~ t~(b) is ~:~ ow.~r L,~,(b) and 
~ Areai c codes e hereditarily countable set X if: viewing c as a s~bset of ~o .~: ¢0, (TC({X}), e) and (~o, e) 
are isomorphic (where TC({X}) = transitive closure of {.k'}). 
Lc'ng pro~ecfive wello~derings 
P(b) = {t,~(b) : a < N,} is &, over L,,,(b). P(b) is a path tLr~:~.ugh q!d' if;f c~ ~-: ~¢ 
t~(b)-<-,~,~(b~. 
Let q~ be as in 3.3. 
Definition 4.20 Defi~.'. a I~ predicate ~# by, for a rea i  b. ~.b(b) iff: 
For  all o~ ~ [~ < NI t~(b)~ h~(b); and (L~g,L[b], ,q P(b), b)'< ~. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let M be a model of ZFC in which N, = N~, , and as;~me M ;ali;]ie~ 
SH. If N is a c.c.c, extension of M, then there are no new soiut.ions :).~ ~) in N. 
Proof ,  
Claim. If f :  N,--~ M is in N. and if f l ~ is in M for all ce < N,. 'ihen f ~ M. 
Proof. (This is a well known consequence of SH.) N is generic over M, say via lhe 
c.c.c, poser ~. Assume f f f  M, and pick p ~ ~ such that p forces the hypothesis ot 
this claim, and p I}- " f~ M" .  Let T be the tree in M defined by: g ~ Ti f f  for some 
oz < N~, g : a --~ M and for some q ~ ~, q >~ p, q It- "g = ]~ r c~"; order Ihe elements 
of T by extension. Since ~ has c.c.c., so does 7: Since p Ik " f~ M" .  there i.~.; eno~Igh 
spiltting in T so that by adjusting the levels of/7, T can be conver~ed into a normal 
tree:, and hence a Souslin tree. [] 
Now let b @ N satisfy 4'. Then P(b) is a path through ~.  Since ~ ~ ~ M ~he 
claim implies that P(b)~ M. Let ~(P(b))=(7~,}.  b gives rise to a branch B,, 
through %, and hence B~, ~ M by t~e c~aim. Since ~ = N{ in M, B~ is the m~ique 
branch through T, in M. So (B,,} ..... is in M. But b={cr , , (x ) :x~B, ,} .  Thtls 
b~ M. [] 
We now wish to produce models in which ~ t as mans, -,etuti~ms. Let K be a 
reg~lar cardinal of L, K > ~,. Recall that 0/*" is a poser and so we may force with it. 
Working inside L, ~ = l-[~:.,o ~ t = the product with coumable support of K many 
copies of qd". So p ~ ~ iff ~o : K --~. 07!*- and p(~)  = 0 go., all but coumaMy mar U e~ 
(where 0 is the trivial element of 0/,/~-). For p,p '~ .op, p _<. p, itl • p(c~)-~ p'(a')  fc, r all 
c~<K.  
°~dC is o~-closed hence so is ~. ~ ha.~; cardina!ity N, so ~ is N~-satura*ed. Let G be 
'~-generic over L, and let M~, = L[G]. M~, has the same regular cardinals as L. 
To show that 4` has ~he propert ies listed in 4.t, we m~st v, rodt~ce models for 
which, amo~g other thin,.,s, it is difficult to add new solutior:s to ~lJ. The next iemma 
takes care of this problem. 
A Souslin tree is a normal c.c.c, tree of height N,. Reca!l that Sousl ins 
hypothesis, SH, asserts that tl~ere are no Souslin trees. 
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Working in M0, G czn be identified with a sequence (P,),<~ where each P~ is a path 
through ~ ~ 
By the :fir~;t Fact in 3.& for each i < K the pose~ ~ (P.,) associated with P~ (3.4) has 
c.c.c, in M,,, In fact the poset ~,<~ ~(P~) has c.c.c, in Mo. The proof of this is similar 
t~ those proofs mentioned in Remark 3.8, so we omit it. 
If A,, i < K, is a sequence of sets of reals, then the proof of 3.6 plus [26] shows 
that @,<~:.cf(p,, A~) also has c.c.c, in Mo. 
Now fix for the moment i < K. For each c~ < 1% let t, be the uniquc member of P, 
of height w.  o¢ ; say t, is the ~'" member of ~d ~ o; height ~o - a*. Pick a ~'eal C, which 
codes ~. Le! A, = {d~, : n ~ C.~}. By unscrambling all the pertinent definitions we 
~,;ee tl:at a real which is b~(P,, A~)-generic must satisfy qx. 
Let G '  be: ~)~<n ~(P,, A , )gener ic  over M0, ant,', let M'= Mo[G']. In M' ,  G '  gives 
rise to a sequence b,, i < K, where each b~ is Se(P,, A~)-generic over Mo. Hence each 
b, sat:.sfies ~k.. Since the b~ 's are mutually generic they are distinct, and so there are K 
ma~y solutioqs of 6, in M'.  
Now let M be a c.c.c, extension of M ~ (provided by [26]) which satisfies SH. 3,4 
may be chosen so that (iv) of 4.1 holds in ?vf, ~ = K in M, and every regular cardinai 
of L is a regular cardinal of M. Thus by 4.3 we are done. ~ 
We now mentio~ a few techniques which are needed in the proof of Theorem B. 
The first technique is due to Solovay [18i. 
Defini~!i~ 4.4. M a model of ZFC,  A a set of reals in M. A will be called 
persis:ent~y !ff,~ in M if A is ff~, in every c.c.c, extension of M (and via the same II~, 
formula). 
Le~ama 4,5, M a model ef ,.~F~; A a set of reals in M. Assume in M that there is a 
t~ersi:;tent{): ~ set of reals B o~ card at least [ A I. Then there is a c.c.c, extension Nor  
M in wI~ich A is persistentl) 1St),~. In addition, the poset which produces N has card 
B I an.4 ~hi.'~ ~ po:¢et always nas c.c.c. 
Proof° Pick f :/3 ---> A or~to, arid pick p : A ~ B a right inverse of f (so fpa = a, all 
a in A) .Le  ~. C={(a ,n ,O) :a~A,  n~oa}U{(b ,n ,  1 ) :b~B,  n~fb} .Let  c bea  
,7(C)-ge~eric real over M (see 1.2). Then in any extension of M[c], for all reals 
x ,x~A iff {n~o:S( (x ,n ,O) ) fqc  is firdte}=~o~b :s in B and x= 
{n ~ ~ : S((b, ,"~, 1)) f3 c is finite}. So any 11~,, defirdtion of B will provide one for A. 
The poset ,~¢(C) has the same card as B, and it alw~ys t~as c.c.c. ~ 
We should mention that if lq~ = 1~ then there is always a persistently HI set of 
reals of card at~ (see [18]). The next technique is essentially due to Ter~nenbaum 
[27l. 
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Leir~ma 4.6. Given M ~ ZFC, ~or aetv card K there is a c.c.c, exten.sion N of M in 
which there is (P~)~<:~: a length K ~:eque~:~ce o~t" paths through ~4/, :~,~ch that @, ~ ~? ( P, } 
has c c.c. in N. 
This lemma is proven by modifying fi~e arg!.~'raents from [27 i or [6, pp. 5--(q. a"be 
following is a sketch. For each i < K adjoin to M b~ = {aa.,)a~ .~, a generic sequence 
of Cohen reals. Of course the b~'s are chosen to be mutually generic. Le~ 
N = ~4[(b,),<~:]. Build P~ a path through 0~j by: having obtained p~. = the member 
of P, of height to • 8, use aa., to coastruct p,s+, = a °~generic" e×ter~sicn of p,~. (Tim 
poser which reifies the forcing that produces a ~°gene|'ic" extension of D,~ is seen t¢~ 
be countable and hence it is the same as Cohen forcing. So ~<, may be cemstrued a~; 
such a generic extension). By choosing the pL.l's gen<-rical~y, potentially ta~ge 
amichains of 2,~ (P,) will be killed (~ff (see Remark 3.5~ for some slight clarification of 
these matters). So, since ti~{,, b, 's are mutually get, eric, @,.:.~. 2~ (P,) will have c c.c. 
The last technique we need is due to. So[()vay and "Fep.ne~baum [26]. The ,:cadet 
may also consui~: [7, §§~7 af~d 22}. ~ 'e  summarize the mm'dion we wi~l adopt and ih,.: 
main facts we n,:~:~.d. 
Remark 4.7° Given M D ZFC, ~ a poser in M. le~ R.O(¢, ~) be the complete b<;olean 
algebra associated with @ (see [7, §16]). Let M(~)  be the boolean-vah~ed model 
a~sociated witty_ RO(.~). By M(9"~) ~ & we mean that 4, is tr~ae ir~ M(~ a) with truth 
vatue 1. For (~ in M(,¢)), if M(~) I= '°O is a poset'L le* ?~*~) be the poser: 
~*O ={(p ,q) :p~ °3~, p l~-"q~ O"}; {p,q)v~(p' ,q ' )  iff p ~'-. p '  and p!~-"q~---q'". 
Notice that ~ * O is in M and M(P  * -O) : M(P) (O) .  By [2@ :rp, O ha:, c..c.c, in 
M iff ~ has c.c.c, in M and M(?P)>"O has c.c.c.". The projcction map, 
{p,q)~ p, from ~ * O to P induces a complete injection RO(O)~) ~-~, RO(PJ ~ * O). 
In M, given posets ~,,,~'~ . . . . .  ,opa . . . . .  8 < 2~, and given complete i,q.icctions 
RO(ga',)'--, RO(P~) ¢--~ . . . . .  RO(,~a) ~--, . . • , let @,. - U.~.:,, RO(~,s). By [261, :P, has 
c.c.c, iff all the ~ 's  have c.c.c. 
Proof of Theorem B. Start with Mot =- ZFC as in 4.!. let ~< = ~g, (choose M, so that 
K > ~) .  By 4.5 obtain Ml a c.c.c, extension of Mo in which for al! a' < ~< there is a 
persistently II~ set of cardir~ality ae. By 4.6 obtain M.~ a c.c.c, extenskm of M, ir~ 
which there is (P~)~<~ a ~-sequence of paths through °?/ ~;uch that @ ..... ~(P . )  ha:~ 
c.c.c, in M~. From now on, for b a real, we will let (*)(P,, b) mean: b satisfie~, 
property (*) (from 32) with respect to P,. 
For each i < K and each a < N,, pick c .... a real which codes the member of P, of 
height to • a. Let d,~ be as in 1.5. By 4.5 and by the comment following the proof ,'~f 
4.5, obtain a c.c.c, extension M3 of M2 in wMch for each i < ,¢ there is a real a, such 
that {d,,, : n t'5"_ c~.,} is persistently tli(a~). (uniformly). The result ci these machi~ao 
tions is: by 3.3 the set of reals b satisfying (*)(P,b)  will ate~ays be tf~(a,), 
(uniformly). 
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For su:)sets ~ of ~ consider the structure (L~ [ Y], e, Y). As in §2, let 27{ be the 
collectio~x of terms denoting members of L~ [ Y], and let ~ be the collection of E 
formulas appropriate to these structures. Al low terms from Y/" to appear in these 
formulas. ~ and ~ may be chosen to be in L and hence in M3. Thus members of .~{ 
and ~ may be identified with reals in M~. For each sentence ~ in L let Z+ be an 
unbounded subset of n consisting of limit ordinals. Choose the Z , ' s  to be pairwise 
disjoint. By 4.5 obtain M a c.c.c, extension of M3 in which the following sets are 
persistently II~: 
,~,~,{,'.c,,a~) : i ~ ] " ,¢}, 
{(0, (a~+~).~) : i ~ z.,'" ';, and 
{(0, % O(~')): ~(x)  i~ ~,  r in Y(}. 
Notice that M is a generic extension of M~ via a poset which always has c.c.c. 
Thus @, . . :~(E)  still has c.c.c, iw M. Also notice that ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ is still 
~rue in M. 
We now build a sequence of posets ~0, ~ . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  6 ~ ~. We will let ~o be 
the trivial poset; ~ ,  will have the form ~ * Q~ where Q~ is in M(~,~) and 
M(~)~ "Q~ is a c.c.c, poset and card Q~ < ~";  for A a limit ordinal ~ ,  will be 
formed as in 4.7. Let ~ = ~.  As should be clear from this type of iteration, we can 
pick Y in M(~)  such that M(~)  N "Y  ~ ~, all reals are in L~ [ Y], and for a~l 6 < ~, 
Y ~ 6 is in M(~)" .  We may als~ choose Y so that in M, for each 6 < ~ we can 
pick a ~ember  of M(~)  denoting Y ~ ~. (Intuitively Y just codes up in some 
natural way the entire construction embodied by the ~ 's ) .  Let ~ denote the 
structure (L~[Y], e, Y~ 6). 
In a manner ~imilar to [26], we may view ordinals 6 < ~ as coding members Q of 
M(~)  s~ch that M(~)~ "Q is a poset and card O < r " .  We may do this so that 
fer each Q in M(~) ,  M(~)~" i f  Q is a pose~ of card < ~ then there is ar~ 
isomorphic co~y oi Q coded by some 6 < ~".  All of this coding can be set up 
beforehand, even though we have ~ot yet specified what the ~, ' s  actually are. We 
may also view ordinals 6 < ~ as coding scntences + in .~. We may arrange matters 
so that each sentence is coded unboundedly often, and so that whenever 3 codes ~, 
all the terms appearing in + can be interpreted in the structure ~.  
We need some notation. 
Definitio~a 4.8, For o~ ~ ~3 ~ K, let ~(~, /3 )  be the poset (~,_~<~(P~).  For r in 
~(oe,/3), let o°!~(a, ~3; r) be the p~set {s ~_ ~(a ,  f l ) :  s ~ r}. For y < K a limit ordinal 
l~.t ~(y)  = {s ~E ~(y ,  y + ~): for all n G ~o, if s (n)  = f~ ~ (recall that s is a function, 
dora s = ~), s (n )~ ~(P~, ) ,  s (n)  = ~ for all but finitely many ~) then 0~ o'(.f) (see 
3.4)}. 
[Note: Forcing ~vith ~(y)  l 'as the effect of adjoining reals b,, n ~ ~o, such that 
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(*)(P.~+,,, b,) and 0 ~ b,,. The finite suppor{ ~ature of 5?(y, ~/+ ~)  ;shot~td make i~ 
clear that forcing with ~('~, n/+ w) wilt not adjoin real~ b,, ~at~ch t at g~ i~ it, all t}~e 
b.'s.] 
We wilt now specify how ~o find Oa in M(3%), and hence specify how to build ~hc 
~ 's .  At  the same time we will construct a sequence c~(0)~ ,~(1)~- - .  :~; <:<(6)'< 
. . . ,  8 < ~, of limit ordina}s all less ~han ~-. We will le~ a(0)  = 0; a~ct for a a ~imit 
ordinal we will let ~(a)  = sup~.:, (~(g;)). We assert thal the following wifl ~?e lrt~:- 
for all 6~:  
Claim 4.9. 
(i) ~®~(a(a) ,<)  has c.c.c, in IV/. 
~,' / ;~ ~ (ii) M(~.s)~"[or  all i <e(~)  there is a real b such that (~-)~,&., b~, 
(iii) For all sentences 0 in 5g and all p in Z+, M ( ~ ) ~ "if  V n ~ o) ~ real b, (0 ~5 b,, 
and (*)(P~ .... b.~)), then .d~ ~= +". 
Notice that 4.9 is clearly true for ,8 = Oo Also notice that for A a limit ~wdirmk 4.~, 
will be true when 8 = ,t provided it is t~ue for all 8 < A. (To :~,ee why thi:~ !a,¢ 
statement is true: by 4.7, if ~(ee(k ) ,~)  has c.c.c, for each 8<~. ,  the~ 
o,q,~ @ ~(a(h) ,  ~) has c.c.c. Thus (i). (ii) is obvious. By 3.2 for each i < ~¢ ,~hcre can 
be at most one real b such that (*)(P,, b); by (i) there are n~ such reals for i > c~ (A); 
and so by (ii) plus the fact that each ~(8)  is a limit ordinal we see that ii M(2,"~ )
satisfies the antecedent of (iii), then M(~)  also satisfies it, for ,3 --- !" ordinal such 
that on(8) > O. But then 8 < X and so .~& ~ O. Thus .~t~ t= 4>. fqencc (iii).) 
Now, assurne that we. have @~ ; we will determine O~ by ~he following praced~rc. 
Let 8 code Q, & 
Step 1. We work inside M(@a). We will deline an ordinal 7 (a (3)~ 7 °~" ~)~ [f 
O @~(oe(a) ,  ~) has c.c.c., let 3' = or(a). !If <Q d~.c'.;'~(c~((~),.,¢) does not ha,~e c.c.c., 
then since ~ is a regular cardinal "---N,, there is 3 '<~ (cx(6)~/ )  st~ch that 
O @ ~(oe(6),  3') fails to have c.c.e.. 
Step 2. We work in M. Since @a has c.c.c, there are only countabty many 
possible values for 3'. Pick ¢3 in Z ,  so that /3 >~ all possibie values of 3'. Let 
o<(8 + 1) =/3 + ~o. 
Step 3. We work in M(~) .  Define a poser O '  by: if O .~ Y:(c~(.6), ~) ha~; c~c.c ,
let O '=  O~(a(~) ,~3) ;  if O 9~(c~(6),~3) does ~aot have c.c.c., then there is, 
r ~ ~(e~(3), ¢t) such that r I~- "O  does not have c.c.c.". Let O '  = g4(~(6), [3 ; ~). ii~ 
either case, by choice of ~ ) 3'. we have that O 'G  ~((L  ~) t~as c.c.c.! 
We now define O~ by: 
Case 1. If sC~b let O~ " ~?'~3~-~(~). 
Case 2. If d~N4,  let O~ = I~ 'O~( /L ( ,~  + ~o)). 
[Notice that Qa is always a sublattice of Q '  ~( /3 ,~ +w) ,  and he~ce 
Q~@~(~(8+ 1),~) has c.c.c. So (i) of 4.9 is true. (ii~ ~ould be cle°~r from lhe 
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const;uction. Aa for (iii): the oniy difficulty is when a(3)  ~ p < a,(8 ~-~- }. If # / ,3 or 
if case 2 (of Step 3 ab;~ve) holds, lhen Oa ~as d~e form O"~> ~(p ,  p *' ~o; F), for 
some poser O" and some r" in ~)(p, p + ~o). By 3,2, ~'~c rea~s b~, prodt~ced by fotci~g 
' " P b,,~). [lut as coma~en~ed w~th f~)(p, p + ~o ; r') are d~c unique reals sucb~ ~hat~, ,~( , ,  ~, 
in 4.8, ~)(p, p + ~)  canno~ force 0 ~ b, for all n. Thus we arc !ell ~itb l!ae poss'~biii~y 
O = fi and Case i holds. But then ~ ~ &] 
Thus we have bulk tt~e @,,'s, and they satisfy 4.9. l..,el N be t? generic over M. As 
in [26], the consmwtion ensures that Mart i f fs axiom ~s t~ue in N. For ead~ a < ~, M 
has a persistently ~ se~ of reais of card (~. So by 4.5 every se~ of reals in N of card 
< ~ is ~ .  By choice of M there is a g~ weIbrdedng of !eng~ ~;~. S:~ to complete tl~e 
verification tl~ai N is as prescribed by Theorem B, we mus~ show ~ha; N has a wtat 
• ~ welloMering of i~s reals. 
There is clearly a A~ over v~'~ weliorderim?~ of d~e ~,~ ~f N~ so i~ wi~ su~]icc ~o. 
show that ~ over ~'~a se~s of rea~s arc in fact ~,. B~ Cause ~ of Swp 3 a~mx:. @i} of 
4.9 can be improved ~o read: 
For all semences & in .~ ,~', ~': ,~b iff 
~p ~ Z% Vn ~ ~o 3b,., ~ R (0 ~ i~ :rod (*)(P; ...... b~ ). 
But by choice of M, and by choice of ~hc <'s ,  enough predica~c> a~'c i15 to conver~ 
this into a E~ predicate. For any fommia &(x) h~ .~C :rod for any real h m N, we 
have: 
,~d~d~(b) iff ~r~d~'[~q.~(&(r) ,~'rG~).  
VnE~o(nEb ~ ,%>nE r), 
Vn E ~(n E b : :~  .~#. ~ ,~ E r)]. 
A~ain, by d~oice of M ea~mtq~ oredica~es are t~'., ami so die above ca~cu!ation ~, ,  ~ ~ ; ~ . . .  
demonstrate," float {b : ,<  > gS(b)} is E~. ~~ 
§5 
"l"|,eo~e.~ns A :rod g seem :o preclude m~y possibilR} of extending {o higher levels 
of the projective bier;~rchy the properties of ~2~ se~s listed in the introduction, a.~ 
least if one just a:~sumes ZFC. By assuming ZFC 4-MC (where MC asserts the 
existence of a measurabie cardinal) all of the desi,,able properties cff E; s¢~s of rca~s 
are inherited (in an ap, propria~ely m~}dified form)by ~i~c X'~ sef-s. Mm~slidd [~5~ and 
Martin [ 17] have showv~ respectivd} lhaI ZFC -o MC implies: every ~2~ set of reals of 
cardi~ality at least N, contah~s a perfect ~bsct ;  ever}' ~ well founded relation has 
length < N:L Bt~ ZFC + MC is not strong encaGh a,. ¢ake us fur~l~er: 
~ These zc:uatty follow from just ZFC * "Va E: R{a ~ exists)" A.; po nicd ..,~ m ~ !7~. a~ o~ ~I*c~;c results 
([161 i¢~¢Inded) hod d~wn to ~hv fac~ ~hal ihc ~c~s m qk~cs~ot~ ace K Jqo~s!m, ~hc~c K , ~, ~(w ~ svls~ 
and K = ~: for ~, scls~ 
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Theorem A'.  d~cte ¢~:'~ mod: :s  oi ~ : ~( + ~"  (~z~.sI~a~bt d ~u ~ c~". ;c  ,~  .~:'(" b ~.~C" 
,~  ~ ~ ~ 
~5 ~) ,  ~hgdd~ '~Y cr]t, i~ whacks "
(~  ~ ' . l~ '~? ~: ~s ~dQ~C ~x deS~rtkL 
(ii) There is a :ighq):cc ~:~ u'e[:~wd:ri~a9 ~: a sc~" of ,co:s of ,~:'~b:u~'" < 
Off) '1Twre ~s a ~igh(f~ce 2K rc~a~ ~re:h>rde~'%~ <: cd: &:  ~'e~ds. 
Tht~wem B'. ~Chcre ~re modds  c f  ZKC + MC wh ich  sa:is:~v : 
~)~ " (i) "g L~ as ..,:¢e ::s &'sked~ 
(i i) ~2he~e ~s~ I I  ~, " ~" " " : '" , "  ,, w~yggoracrm~y o f  ~ $~f o? r~ods of" ~tNg~:~ ~;
(iii) Mar : in ' s  ax iom.  
(iv) Every scf o f  rea:s ~'~: card imdi fv  ~ ss fl~an d is 1~ ~ : , :  ,  
(v) 7:w:'e is : a,', w,Nh,de:b*~: :~: MI :h: reals. 
"}"h~ m-cm~ A'  :rod W ca~ bc prover  in cx:,~cth the same re:tuner as T}~eorcms A
and b.  "Fhe proofs of Theorems A a:~d B ~ere  pcrfecfi} general .  They simgb; 
needed the existence e fa  nice im~cr model .  ~amclv ~.. which had sm~e desirable 
propmdes ,  namely:  the sol of real~ in : is :flwavs ~'~ ...... ~ ~ . . . . . . .  . ,  , !~t t~ a~ sat is f ies  a cot'[aft? 
(definabie) combimuori,a! ~ ' " ' . ! tmc~pa:: [ t t]. tt is well kaow~ that dae d~eorv ZFC + MC 
ha~: a n~ce inacr mode l  namely t . [~ ~. (S~ver [22j). T'he s,~t of rca~s h~ L[,~I ~s 
,~ . . . . . .  ~., ,~ [~ '~ a,~ a3s ~., [~..]. and L mso has ,he necessary combinator ia l  pr inch~e f, v,-,~ ..~ ~;~ . -~   [~ . - . . I  ~ ,  td l~.  
So the proofs of Theorems A '  aud B' are straightforward. 
Theorems A'  and '~ . . . .  c laim ~o produce models  in which % ~s *large. by which we 
mean ~ = N,, where ~t is a long ordimfl. ~ut there is another  sense of large~?ss, 
namely ~arge c.u-dinals. So we should consider the prob lem of p~ouocu~g" ~- '- models 
satisfying A' md B' in which '~;' is a large cardinal.  Making g Jonssoc or 
Ro~bo~tom p ;cscn~ ao prob[em, for ~hcse conccpts arc preserved under c ':.c. 
extc~sions [2],  but making ~; real vaiued measurable  is another  maUer.  Kunen has 
po iwcd  out  flm~ [ l - :~  can be used io show ghat if ~17 is r.v.m, fiacn there is no 
pro ject ive wcilotde~-iag c,f the ~:omimmm, :rod no Z', prewelk)rdering of a set of 
..... ' "  of ~'~g~t~ '¢L ~¢~ 5 ~,  . .  
We conciude wM! a few (technical) questions: 
('m~ ~hc results of ibis paper  be  l i f ted to  the tl ieory ZFC -~ Va ~ R(N,  ~ N~(~"~)? 
Is d~cre a mode} ~t of ZFC and ~ se~ of reals A in M of l'n',,e cardhmlitv such ~ ~ ~ . 
lhal A is I1~ 'm C~.CIW eXIC I IN{OI t  O{ hf with the same N, as M?  
We also c:fll lhc reader ' s  a~tcmk,n  Io the more in~c:esting list of quest ions at the 
end of t t3 ] .  
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